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Sitting comfortably? We hope so. Because if you 
use mobile messaging to connect with customers 
or employees, you need to understand which phone 
numbers you should use. Here’s why.

Numbers in 
the spotlight

A2P messaging explained

A2P (application-to-person) messaging refers to 
any kind of mobile messaging that originates from 
an application. Think of it as a slightly confusing 
industry term for automated business-to-
consumer messaging.

introduction

The numbers approved by US carriers for business 
messaging have different capabilities and rules governing 
their use. Depending on your messaging use case and 
budget, each type of number has its own pros and cons.

Short codes and A2P 10DLC (10-digit long codes) are the 
most important “types” of numbers that are approved for 
use by the US carriers – the guardians of the US mobile 
messaging ecosystem.

As the title of this guide suggests, there’s far more to explain.

So dive in for the full story.
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A short history 
of US business 
messaging

section 1

During the meteoric rise in popularity of 
business mobile messaging over the past decade, 
two primary “types” of phone number have been 
relied on: US long codes and short codes.

65545
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section 1

Long codes

US long codes are cell phone numbers that were only ever 
designed for person-to-person (P2P) communications. US 
carriers have always considered them to be unsanctioned for 
A2P messaging. For this reason, P2P long codes were subject 
to blocking and throttling. 

Long codes are cheap to use, lack desirable security 
standards, and have low volume “throughput” of one 
transaction per second (1 TPS). To increase throughput, 
businesses often use many of these numbers at once. 

Short codes

Short codes, on the other hand, are five- or six-digit numbers 
designed to support automated messaging to potentially 
large audiences. They have a high throughput – sometimes 
up to 1,000 TPS (transactions per second).

They’re approved for A2P use by the carriers, which means 
they’re not at risk of being blocked. Short codes are the most 
effective and reliable way of messaging consumers. As such, 
businesses pay US carriers a premium to use them.

 (919) 1243 657

 78855
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Shared short codes
Since short codes have a cost attached to them – $500 to 
$1,000 a month to lease – they used to be shared amongst 
several businesses. An SMS provider managed the code, then 
the brands that used it shared the cost between them.  

But the way brands text their customers is changing. Shared 
short codes have long been viewed by US carriers as a spam 
and smishing risk, and it’s much easier to monitor messages 
when brands have their own code. 

That’s why, as of 2021, one short code can’t be used by more 
than one business. 

section 1
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So brands now have two main options for messaging people:  

1. A dedicated short code
A great choice for high-volume, measurable, brand- focused 
messaging.

2. 10DLC (10-digit long codes) 
A new carrier-approved long code that must also be 
registered by businesses before it is used. With 10DLC, you 
still get pretty high throughput at a lower cost.

There is a third, less common option called text-enabled 
landlines and toll-free numbers. This is an approved type of 
messaging that allows businesses to convert their landlines 
so they can send and receive mobile messages as well as use 
voice.

For now, let’s drill down into the benefits of short codes and 
10DLC – then set out which should be used in which situation.

section 1

+1 555-555-1234

A 10DLC code in action

Book a 
BUILDER
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10DLC and 
short codes

section 2

The number you use to send and receive messages can 
be pivotal to this story. So let’s take you through the 
characteristics and respective benefits of 10DLCs and 
dedicated short codes.

Getting in touch with customers at just the right 
moment, with just the right experience, can make 
all the difference to your relationships.
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SHORT CODES –  
the gold standard

section 2.1

Short codes are the gold standard of mobile 
messaging because they’re memorable, trustworthy 
and let you send large numbers of messages at 
once. Let’s drill down into their attributes.

Short codes can be used for sending and receiving messages 
(both SMS and MMS) between consumers and companies. 

The benefits of recognizable numbers don’t stop there. 
Using them for high-value communications – such as two-
factor authentication codes – can reassure consumers that 
the traffic is coming from a trusted source.

As the name suggests, a random short code is given to you 
at random. It may not be as easy to remember, but it’s just as 
functional.

A vanity short code in action

54321
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section 2.1

A random 
short code 
in action

151-628

Easy to remember

A vanity short code is a five- or six-digit number 
that is easy for people to remember – such as 54321. 
Similarly, a premium short code spells out phrases or 
brand names on a keyboard – for example, 262966 for 
“Amazon,” or 248724 for “Church.” This is clearly useful 
for advertising a number online, on TV, or on a billboard. 
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Trustworthy
Because short codes have to comply with strict vetting 
and carrier regulations, they can be trusted by customers. 
In fact, because of the clampdown on shared short 
codes, dedicated short codes could soon become totally 
disassociated from a spam risk. As mentioned, a vanity 
short code can be even more closely tied to the reputation 
of the business. Even random short codes can quickly 
become associated with brands.

High volume
Short codes can deliver large volumes of messages in a 
short period of time – with a transaction per second (TPS) 
that starts at 100 and can rise to 1,000 (and even higher). 
Great for time-sensitive communications to large audiences.

Reliable and secure
Short code messaging comes with high carrier support – 
meaning your messages are far more likely to safely arrive 
on time.

Delivery insights
Short codes also give you access to delivery receipts, so you 
know which messages have been delivered. Combine this 
insight with other messaging data analytics, and you can 
start optimizing your campaigns for maximum effect.

section 2.1
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section 2.2

10DLC – a new A2P number
10DLC is essentially a long code that has been 
approved for business use by US carriers. It looks 
the same as a P2P long code. In fact, customers 
won’t be able to tell them apart.

Yet 10DLC has far more in common with a short code than 
a P2P long code. Just like a short code, you need to register 
10DLC numbers, and tell carriers what you’re using them 
for. In return, your messages are sent on a carrier-approved 
route with the performance and security standards 
businesses need.

 +1 2233 888 88
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section 2.2

Here’s what else you need to know about 10DLC.

Fast and straightforward 
Provisioning and rolling out a 10DLC number can take you 
a few minutes if you use Infobip’s self-service 10DLC tool 
(more on that below). There’s almost no paperwork – and 
the hoops that carriers need you to jump through are largely 
automated.

Reliable 
Because A2P 10DLC is sanctioned by mobile operators, 
there will be little or no blocking and throttling of messages 
– so your delivery rates will increase. 

Low-cost 
10DLC comes with low monthly costs, and low set-up costs 
than short codes.

Call locally, anywhere in the world
You can choose a number or numbers for different area 
codes your business operates in. 

   +1 2233 888 88
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section 2.2

Volume messaging
10DLC potentially has higher messaging throughput 
than P2P long code traffic – up to (and even above) 30 
transactions per second as opposed to the 1 TPS that P2P 
long codes give you. 

The TPS you receive depends on your brand and campaign 
meeting various criteria set by the carriers. As you’ll find out 
in the next section, the carriers make assessments on what 
TPS you should receive in different ways. 

So for now, your campaign will be limited by the lowest TPS 
made available to you by the carriers. However, in section 3, 
you’ll find out how to ensure the throughput your use case 
receives meets your needs.

Your own number 
With 10DLC, you get a dedicated number. This eliminates 
the risk of traffic being shut down as a result of bad traffic 
sent by a business that shares your short code. If you’re 
used to using P2P long codes, you’ll no longer need multiple 
numbers per use case to boost your throughput. In fact, this 
is forbidden by the carriers.

No delivery receipts
Mobile operators won’t support delivery receipts on 10DLC. 
If you need delivery receipts to analyze the effectiveness of 
campaigns, you should turn to short codes.
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Your Choice
In summary, 10DLC is the messaging option for 
businesses that want to start messaging quickly 
and easily without the higher cost of short codes.

• Two-factor authentication

• Appointment reminders

• Transport updates

• Product alerts

• Small business that needs a localized presence

However, short codes should remain the preferred number 
for bigger brands that see the value of using a trusted, 
recognizable number. Short codes are also the best option for 
sending time-sensitive communications to large audiences.

Our experts can talk you through a whole list of 
use cases that are appropriate. Here are some 
examples below (but there are many, many more).

Get in touch

https://www.infobip.com/contact 
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Set up and 
provisioning 
made easy

section 3

Short code provisioning
The short code registration process is more detailed and 
drawn out than for 10DLC. The process is designed to help 
carriers ensure a short code is used appropriately.

You can lease a short code yourself directly from the 
Common Short Code Administration (or have Infobip obtain 
it for you).

Some of the information carriers require as part of the 
process includes:

• The use case

• How customers will sign up to receive messages

•  Proof of the existence of support processes - such as 
“HELP” or “STOP” commands.

• Proposed solutions to any compliance issues

There are many other requirements and it can be tricky 
navigating the paperwork. It helps to have experts that are 
used to the process on your side.
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section 3

Once you complete the process, and the short code is 
activated on every carrier network, you’ll be able to send 
and receive messages. If, in the future, you decide to change 
the SMS campaign or change how the short code is used, 
you must re-provision the short code for the new use. Failure 
to submit a new campaign brief will result in the termination 
of your SMS campaign by the carriers.

Vetting and throughput
The big US carriers are awarding throughput for each 
campaign based on various criteria including the type 
of business and the type of use case. You might also be 
required to undergo vetting to assess the likely risk you pose 
to the messaging ecosystem. 

Promotional marketing campaigns by third-party affiliates 
would be on the other end of the scale. These are considered 
more likely to pose a spam risk. However, a marketing 
campaign run by a well-known brand with a good reputation 
is almost certainly likely to be considered safe traffic and 
should therefore receive a good score.

10DLC provisioning

For 10DLC, you’ll need to register details like your 
brand (including address, contact details and other 
identifying details) and your 10DLC number and 
use case. However, the data can be automatically 
pushed to the campaign registry and carriers as 
part of the submission process.
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section 3

An example of a use case likely to receive 
a high trust score would be SMS-based two-factor 
authentication (2FA). This is because consumers 
have asked for this traffic, they respond to it, and 
it’s safe and necessary.

90 seconds
The average time it takes a person 
to respond to an SMS message
Source: GSMA

Why connect with your 
audience over SMS?

of SMS marketing messages 
are considered spam
Source: Mobile Marketing Watch

1%

response rate for text 
messaging marketing
Source: Marketing Profs

45%
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How to migrate 
your traffic

section 4

Migrating short codes
Short codes can be precious. When you spend a lot of 
time and money getting them known among customers, 
you’ll want to bring them with you when you switch mobile 
messaging providers.

Who’s involved in migrations?
It’s worth reminding ourselves that there are several parties 
involved in a short code migration:

1. You (the business that owns the short code).

2. Your former aggregator.

3. Us (your new aggregator).

4. Your customers’ mobile carriers – all of which have 
different migration processes.

Coordination is the key to migration success.
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section 4

Migrating 10DLC numbers
10DLC aren’t like old long codes. The provisioning process is 
more complex, involving registration and vetting for “trust 
scores.” 

If you have some advertising budget behind a code, or you 
are using them for voice services, you could migrate these 
P2P numbers to A2P 10DLC. The Infobip team can help you 
with this. 

However, if there is no reason to keep a specific number, it 
will be quicker, easier and cheaper to start a fresh with new 
10DLC numbers.
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